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The Parisian Catacombs: The Reason France is Free
	Without the Parisian Catacombs the freedom of France would have remained a dream instead of a reality. The catacombs prevented another plague saving the Parisian citizens, gave the actual freedom of France during the French Revolution, and gives freedom to people who now look for it. EV Elena Valle  What you have here sounds great, but I think it needs some rearrangement and expansion. The first sentence here is really your thesis statement, so that should come at the end of your introduction. The sentence “The catacombs . . . look for it” is a good second-to-last sentence. 

But before you get to these two sentences, introduce your reader to what the Parisian Catacombs actually are. A broad statement about them could work first, followed, perhaps, by the quotation you used in your rough draft’s introduction.  
	The Parisian Catacombs evolved around 250 million years ago. The sea, which was covering the Parisian Basin (catacombs.explographies.com), catalyzed the geological chemical process which created layers underground; these layers made the beginning of the Parisian Catacombs (catacombs.explographies.com). The freshly layered soil was not touched for millions of years until the Gallo-Roman period.  EV Elena Valle  What exactly was there? Tunnels between layers of rock? When you say “layers underground” do you mean layers of hollow space? When this new period began, the Romans dug underground to shelter the inhabitants of Paris (catacombs.explographies.com). In the twelfth century the people of Paris dug underground for rock-mining; they furthered the catacombs by taking out blocks of limestone (catacombs.explographies.com). The catacombs are about thirty-three square miles, the same size of Paris itself EV Elena Valle  How deep do they go? Are they all one layer under the ground, or are there layers at multiple depths?  (catacombs.explographies.com). Although the catacombs have been in under Paris for over 250 million years, they have not never been charted on a map. 
	The graves of Paris were teeming in 1786 EV Elena Valle  Begin with an introductory sentence that states the paragraph’s argument. : “The remains of some two million Parisians are estimated to have been located in the Cemetery of the Innocents over nearly a millennium of Paris’s past, but this number was consistent …by the continuing relocation to that site of the contents of the city’s churches and charnel-houses EV Elena Valle  Maybe I’m just not understanding something, but I don’t think this makes sense with the text cut. What does this mean? You could probably just quote “The remains” through “Paris’s past,” and that would be enough to make your point. ” (Jones 254). The relocation of the contents  EV Elena Valle  In your next sentence, you move back to before the bones have been relocated. I’d rework this so that you are moving chronologically through your explanation. of the city’s churches and charnel-houses was due to the sudden rise of Christianity and the breakout of the plague, Black Death, which was created by the overcrowding of medieval churchyards (Hungus). Due to a crisis of dwindling burial space, the coffins were stacked on top of each other in church grounds, which meant the soil ranged from eight to twenty feet above ground (Adams 195). The gravediggers stacked the coffins by the churches and other close buildings close to the graveyard then covered the coffins with dirt: “When corpses and skeletons broke through apartment walls bordering the Cemetery of the Innocents, nearly killing the residents, officials could no longer delay the possibility of another plague. A letter written to officials suggested an idea of burying in the ancient burial custom of the catacombs” (Hall).  Responding to this idea, the officials inspected the Parisian Quarries EV Elena Valle  Why did they inspect the quarries if the Cemetery of the Innocents was the place people were complaining about? ; they were found packed and overflowing with coffins (connections.smsd.org). The Parisian officials at once agreed to the suggestion of moving the bones. Cave-ins had been feared since early seventeen-hundreds, but the infrastructure of the underground tunnels would be stronger if they were packed with bones (Adams 196).  The tunnels of Paris were modified to be catacombs: “Monsieur Thiroux de Crosne, Lt. General of Police, and Monsieur Guillaumot, Inspector General of Quarries in Paris, France directed the transformation of the tunnels” (connections.smsd.org). Consecration ceremonies were part of the transfer of bones to the catacombs: “For decades, priests led ceremonial processions of black-veiled, bone-laden carts into the quarries, where the bones were stacked into piles five feet high and as much as eighty feet deep behind neat skull-studded tibiae” (Steves’ Best of Europe 315). The bones are not neatly organized; they are tossed down into the catacombs despite the breakage of bones: “They do not contain any body complete and intact, but an enormous quantity of bones of every kind, all mingled and confused together” (Adams 195). EV Elena Valle  You do a good job explaining the information in this paragraph; what you need to do now is show how it proves your thesis. You can show this though your introductory sentence and through analysis at the end of y our narration.   
	The Parisian Catacombs were used for secret meetings of the French during both the French Revolution and World War II (Hall).  EV Elena Valle  Here, too, use your intro sentence to show that you are making a point that supports your thesis, not just explaining facts. People climbed in through manholes, drainage pipes, and crypts to reach a safe place in the catacombs to plan their revolution: “Freedom reigned underground” (Shea). Prisoners of the French were taken into bondage and kept secret and harmless in the arteries and intestines of Paris (Hall). The French also helped their allies escape the wrath of the enemy. In Les Miserables, Jean Val Jean rescues Marius from the rival and drags him into the catacombs to safety (lesmis.com). The French and German both used the catacombs to sustain themselves:
“ EV Elena Valle  No need for quotation marks around a block quotation. In World War II, the Nazis and the French Resistance fighters both used the catacombs for their aid. The Nazis used the Parisian Catacombs as underground bunkers. They rested and refueled underground. Supplies to various countries were smuggled through the tunnels of Paris. Weapons, food, and drugs were taken by foot through the damp dark passageways” (Hungus). EV Elena Valle  In a block quotation, the period should go after the quotation, not after the citation.   
Although the catacombs of other vast cities existed during the wars, they were not able to be used as the Parisian Catacombs were. The catacombs of other countriesthis way because they were not used due to being either unstable or too small (catacombe.roma.org). The catacombs of Paris were used to give the freedom of France to the people who asked for it.  EV Elena Valle  This sentence feels rather tacked-on. Try rephrasing it and expanding your analysis to more than one sentence.  
	The Parisian Catacombs were used for great purposes, but rumors linger on of inhumanities that occurred in their dark depths.  One such rumor, of inappropriate relations between priests and nuns resulting in unwanted babies, has been fed through the years by supposed findings of baby skeletons under convents (message.snopes.com).  This rumor is unfounded, as the baby skeletons found in the catacombs are most likely victims of disease, but the rumor continues to be spread (www.ccel.org).  Another such rumor is of lost treasure hunters and artists who died of suffocation resulting from cave-ins: 
			“There are cities carved in exquisite detail on the wall dramatically 			illuminated inside one of the spacious caverns. The sculptures were made by M. 			Decure – however, the artist was doomed in his efforts. In 1792, while 				constructing a staircase for the public to view his masterpieces, his efforts caused 			a cave-in” (Hall).   EV Elena Valle  No quotation marks. Also, period goes after quotation, not after citation. 
Decure died that day, as his efforts were unsuccessful (Hall). Another man, Philibert Asparit, was once doorkeeper to Val de Grace Hospital which had a direct staircase leading to the catacombs (Hall). In 1793, Asparit decided to search the catacombs alone for a stash of the monks’ alcohol—which was rumored to be there—and he was never seen again (Hall). Over a decade later, though, workers exploring the catacombs made the ghastly discovery of a fully clothed body with an old set of keys belonging to the Val de Grace Hospital (Hall). These deadly tales are never heard around the catacombs of Italy, Peru, or Spain. The catacombs of these countries did not have these secret plans because their catacombsthey were used only for strict Christian purposes (catacombe.roma.org).  Other clandestine uses of the Parisian Catacombs sound farfetched but happen to be true: 
			“The Mexican Perforation, an artistic group seeking expression of their 			ideals in underground places, created an underground amphitheatre. They had a 			full-sized cinema screen, projection equipment, couches, and a library of 1950s 			film classics and modern thrillers in an uncharted cavern. There were also an 			electricity line and three phone lines trailing out of their hideout. When French 			officials found their hideout, the Mexican Perforation abandoned the				amphitheater, leaving a note for the officials not to look for them. The French 			officials traced the evidence and found the artists in hiding” (Hall).  EV Elena Valle  See comment number 13. 
	Today the tunnels are roamed by a different clandestine group, a loose and leaderless community whose members sometimes spend days and nights below the city. This “undiscovered museum,” has become a place for cataphiles, people who love the Paris underground (Shea). These cataphiles roamed the catacombs and were left alone in peace until others began to take detected them: “At first the surface world barely noticed the catacombs and explorers. But by the end of the '80s the city and private property owners had shut most of the entrances, and an elite police unit began patrolling the tunnels” (Shea).  Although the police and private owners of the catacombs guarded the openings to the catacombs, the cataphiles found other ways to find entrances: “They couldn't manage to stamp out cataphilia. The young couple I saw climbing out of a manhole that morning were cataphiles” (Belanger). Although the private owners of the catacombs have shut their entrances to strangers, they are cataphiles themselves (Shea). To private owners, the tunnels are part of their daily lives: “Some of the men I've explored the quarries with met their future wives in the tunnels, trading phone numbers by flashlight” (Shea).  The Odessa Catacombs, in Ukraine, have only a portion of their area open to the public, hence no cataphiles drifting around their tunnels (catacombe.roma.org). The cataphilia of Paris show that a new century of freedom has come. EV Elena Valle  I don’t think you’ve proven this. Why does the cataphilia show that a new century of freedom has come? The cataphiles love the catacombs, but does this really have to do with freedom? 
	The Paris which most people know is the City of Lights, the center of fashion; rich with culture and history. The Parisian Catacombs, the undiscovered museum, hold essential clues to a dark Parisian past. Paris has a deeper and stranger connection to its underground than any city.
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Your new thesis sounds great, but I think you need to do more work to prove it throughout the rest of your paper. Remember that everything in your paper should contribute to proving your thesis, and you need to show that everything contributes to proving your thesis. You need to make all the connections explicit. If a connection seems vague in your mind, then that means that you need to rethink whether a particular point or piece of information really belongs in the paper. 

I can see how your information about the graves contributes to your thesis, but you aren’t really making the connection explicit in that paragraph. I’ve mentioned in the margins how you can do this. The information about the French Revolution and World War II seems good for your thesis as well, but I think that needs more expansion and explanation from you. Right now you are explaining facts and then saying at the end that the catacombs gave freedom to the French people, but I think you need to take more time showing that. Imagine that you are trying to prove to a very skeptical person that the catacombs really were crucial to the issue of freedom. 

Your last two body paragraphs have much weaker connections to your thesis. They don’t seem necessarily to have anything to do with freedom, so if they do, you will need to explain why much more explicitly. If they really don’t, then it could be better to cut those paragraphs and expand your discussion of the catacombs during the French Revolution and World War II.

Remember that to revise means to “re-see.” As the writer, your thesis should be the lens through which you see everything in your paper. Your thesis determines everything else. That means that when you change your thesis, you should re-see your entire paper in light of it and make changes accordingly. And while connections may seem obvious to you as the writer, you can’t assume they will be clear to your reader. You need to show your reader how to interpret all of your evidence in light of your thesis, too.

--Elena
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